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New Songbook
Heaven in My Heart
Thirty-two songs compiled and published by Michael Peachey. Contains Michael’s songs 
and a few songs by other composers. Paperback; published by Michael Peachey. $11.95.  
Item 14938

New Books
The Knight’s Journey
Written and illustrated by Anthony Eicher. The knight had the greatest horse, the finest 
castle, and plenty of gold. But he was not happy. “Maybe,” he thought, “the old man in the 
forest can tell me how to find happiness.” The wise man told the young knight a drink of the 
legendary waters of St. Metz would bring happiness. Published by Anthony Eicher. Pre-
school to age 12. Hardcover; full-color illustrations; 58 pages. $19.95. Item 14711

What is the Bible?
By Lester Bauman. What is the Bible? offers helpful tools to familiarize yourself with the 
Bible. Knowing more about the time and culture in which the Bible was written makes it 
easier to understand. This little book provides an overview of each book of the Bible and 
gives tips on how to read and study it. Published by TGS International. Paperback; 112 
pages. $3.99. Item 14839

Bootprints
By Deborah Beachy and Sharon Beachy. As a boy, Jason feared his father. As a man, he 
hated him. He thought this was normal. But why did it bother him when his own young 
sons began to fear him? As Jason learned to know the heavenly Father, there grew a hope 
that the evil cycle could be broken. Published by Shady Acres. 348 pages; paperback. $14.99. 
Item 14623

New Cookbook
Grandma’s Fried Chicken
A collection of recipes by the Otis and Manda Unruh Family of Central Kansas. This book 
includes a lot of old-fashioned recipes. One section features recipes from around the world. 
Another section is dedicated to recipes used at Emmy Lou’s Bake Shoppe. Published by Judy 
Unruh. 340 pages; 3-ring binder. $26.75. Item 14939
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